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FFI in short
FFI is a partnership between the Swedish government and automotive industry for joint funding of research,
innovation and development concentrating on Climate & Environment and Safety. FFI has R&D activities
worth approx. €100 million per year, of which half is governmental funding. The background to the
investment is that development within road transportation and Swedish automotive industry has big impact
for growth. FFI will contribute to the following main goals: Reducing the environmental impact of transport,
reducing the number killed and injured in traffic and Strengthening international competitiveness. Currently
there are five collaboration programs: Vehicle Development, Transport Efficiency, Vehicle and Traffic
Safety, Energy & Environment and Sustainable Production Technology.
For more information: www.vinnova.se/ffi

1. Executive summary
The project “ADAS Presentation Modalities” was an applied research project in the area
of Vehicle HMI (Human Machine Interaction). The project resulted in new concepts for a
multimodal (visual and auditory) interaction design of ADAS (Advanced Driver
Assistance Systems). The research made in this project “ADAS Presentation
Modalities 2” is a direct continuation of the work performed by PhD student MinJuan
Wang at Chalmers University of Technology and has enabled her to complete her PhD
degree.
The project has involved research in both visual and auditory information modalities in
order to investigate what information is suitable to be presented in which modality. To
optimize the design solutions, methods such as interviews, ecological interface design,
human centred design, expert evaluations, and simulator studies have been be carried out
to further develop and evaluate the design concepts. Differences between Swedish and
Chinese drivers has also been addressed in the project. Design suggestions and guidelines
have been generated for the industrial design at VCC.
Within this project, a number of studies have been carried out regarding the conceptual
design and evaluation of visual and auditory Advisory Traffic Information System
(ATIS). Following are the main outcomes and contributions from the studies.
 A conceptual user interface design of visual ATIS was developed and evaluated in
both Sweden and China. Based on the user interviews, focus group study,
contextual analysis and evaluation study, a number of design recommendation and
limitations was established.
- The results proved that the conceptual system supported the driver with good
performance in general.
- The driving performance results underlined that driving cultures may differ
significantly between Sweden and China, and this difference in turn affects
how drivers respond to advisory traffic information systems.
- The results highlights a number of differences in driving culture, how driving
behaviour is changed by a cross-cultural visual ATIS and, most importantly,
what general conclusions can be drawn from this in respect to the design of
future ATIS systems.


A conceptual user interface of 3D Auditory Advisory Traffic Information System
(3DAATIS) was designed and implemented in a driving simulator. The evaluation
study is a proof of concept, showing that advisory, spatialized sound cues can be
successfully used in a 3D Auditory Advisory Traffic Information Systems in order
to improve drivers’ situation awareness and performance. A number of design
implications were identified from the study:
 Spatial sound cues work ideally in situations involving single road users in the

front and side sectors.
 In complex situations, spatial sound cues can be confusing; in these cases,
supporting them with visual information ought to be beneficial.
 It is beneficial to support drivers with both advisory information sound cues
and warning sounds.
 Non-obtrusive, harmonious sounds work well for advisory driver information.
A lot of work remains before this can be implemented in real cars, but our
results point in a positive direction and show that this will be a worthwhile
addition for drivers, increasing driver safety and situation awareness.

2. Background
Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) are important selling points on the
automotive market today and they are expected to be even more important in the future.
Examples of ADAS functionality today are: advanced navigation systems, Adaptive
Cruise Control (ACC), lane departure warning system, lane change assistance, collision
avoidance, intelligent speed adaptation, Pedestrian protection, automated parking, traffic
sign recognition, blind spot detection and lane keeping aid. At Volvo Cars, ADAS
systems are manufactured and sold already today. There is a general trend in electronics
that hardware (computer hardware, radar, sensors, etc.) will continue to include more
functionality and higher capacity in each generation. There is also a trend that HumanMachine Interaction (HMI) is becoming more and more important.
As more ADAS technologies are introduced into the vehicle, some important questions
need to be answered: How can we design the interaction between the driver and the
ADAS systems so that ADAS technologies can provide suitable assistance for the driver?
Presently in the automotive industry ADAS design is often technology driven. However,
this type of design has not taken the real needs of the driver into consideration. A great
deal of the information from ADAS is presented visually to the driver.
Recent research has pointed out that the demands on drivers’ visual workload are already
too high [5,18] and about 90% of the information is received visually [13]. The results
from the “100-car study” [8] showed that visual inattention was a main factor in 78% of
crashes and 65% of near crashes. Moreover, glances away from the road for more than 2
second for any purpose double the risk of the near-crash/crash [17]. Thus, it is vital to
design ADAS that actually support drivers’ attention and guide drivers’ visual search
effectively and efficiently. Research has shown that road safety can be improved by
increasing the driver's situational awareness through information presentation.
It was reported [11] that visual information support was appreciated more by the driver in
high speed driving. At the same time, many of these studies have shown the great
potential of using auditory information for presenting environmental and traffic stimuli.
Aviation studies showed that using 3D audio signals could reduce the target searching

time and therefore increase the pilots’ situational awareness [3,7]. Begault, Tan and
Lerner [1,2] indicated that directional acoustic cues to hazardous direction have the
potential to precipitate driver response.
In ADAS design, important issues need to be addressed: firstly, time issue, when should
the information/warning be presented to the driver? If the information is presented too
early, it may cause distraction and discomfort. If it is presented too late, the drivers may
not have enough time to react to. Secondly, information transparency, warning signals
are often used to present information from ADAS. Warning signals can alert the driver in
urgent situations, but without providing information on what the danger is and how to
react to it. Studies [15] have indicated that a warning signal was considered as negative
feedback by drivers and should not be used often.
The FFI EFESOS DRIVI project investigated how to design intuitive and straightforward
visual and audio information support to the driver during normal driving. Studies from
EFESOS project have underlined that increase the driver’s traffic and driving situational
awareness through visual information presentation is an effective way to improve road
safety. In addition, the results from drivers’ requirements study showed a positive attitude
towards 3D auditory information presentations. The FFI EFESOS DRIVI project was
among the first projects to focus on presenting intuitive traffic situational information to
the driver in normal driving situations, specifically, the outcomes have underlined
promising results on presenting information to enhance the traffic situation awareness,
rather than warning. Still, those results are not enough to settle the issue of whether
current designs will assist drivers straightforwardly and intuitively under the real traffic
situation. Therefore, significant work still needs to be done. In this respect, a set of new
design suggestions and research questions should be further investigated, which is the
starting point for this project where the development of a seamless interaction between
two modalities has been investigated.

3. Objective
The objective of the project was to develop and improve the design concepts and
methodologies on supporting driver with multimodal ADAS information presentation
during normal drive to enhance traffic situation awareness and avoid potential traffic
accidents. Visual and auditory presentation modalities has been the focus. The project has
explored on different variables such as road types, traffic situations, different road users,
and drive contexts. Culture differences between China and Sweden has also been
considered.

4. Project realization
WP1 –ADAS Visual traffic information presentation
In WP1, a cross-cultural information requirements study and design and evaluation of
Visual Advisory Traffic Information System (ATIS) were conducted. The ATIS was
tested in a driving simulator in both Sweden and China. The aim of the WP was to
understand if it is possible to design an interface for drivers from different regions,
making them drive more safely and investigate if they respond in the same way to
different traffic situations and to the information given by the ATIS. The details of the
studies within this WP can be found in the following figure1.

Figure 1: The design and evaluation process of visual advisory traffic information system

WP2 – ADAS auditory modality
In WP2, a prototype of a 3D Auditory Advisory Traffic Information System (3DAATIS)
was developed, which aimed to provide relevant advisory information regarding road
users in the vicinity of the own vehicle. This information includes in which direction the
road users move and which risk level they are at (in terms of time/ distance to collision).
A simulation drive study was conducted to evaluate the conceptual prototype. The study
was utilized a within-subject experimental design, treatment conditions (Baseline:
without 3DAATIS / with 3DAATIS), and five traffic incidents scenarios (Cut In,
Intersection, Overtake, Pedestrian and Red Cab) as independent variables (see figure 2).
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Figure 2 The traffic incidents scenarios studied

The overview of the studies within WP2 is shown in figure 3.

Red Cab

Figure 3 The design and evaluation process of 3D Auditory Advisory Traffic
Information System

WP3 – Seamless multimodal interaction
This WP was postponed due to time constraints.

WP4 – Dissemination
The PhD dissemination is planned to May 2017.

WP5 – VCC In-Kind – HMI 2.0
The VCC in-kind project HMI 2.0 focused on simplifying the interaction with the
displays in the car cockpit – driver information module, center stack display and head up
display – to decrease the visual demand in the interaction. The project focused on making
the displays into one entity, have more robust gestures and states, be simplified, have
better reach, and to prepare for customisation and functional growth. Air gestures and
proximity sensing were also explored in the project. The project resulted in an interactive
prototype that was installed in a car.

5. Results and deliverables
5.1 Delivery to FFI-goals
The goal of the program Electronics, Software and Communication is to contribute to a
global leadership in vehicle electronics and software as well as to increase the
competence in verification and development methods.
 The research made in this project has created a foundation that in turn can be used
to improve ADAS systems in future cars. It has contributed to enhanced
innovation capacity as well as competitive capabilities.
 The project have had an international focus, with emphasis on China, which has
created a greater understanding of this important market.
 The knowledge built-up in this project has substantially increased the expertise in
verification and development methods specifically for ADAS.

6. Dissemination and publications
6.1 Knowledge and results dissemination
WP1 ADAS Visual traffic information presentation
Overall, from the results in WP 1, we see the same driving behaviours reflected in our
results on driving patterns. For the majority of Swedish participants the first reaction was
a longitudinal strategy (i.e. slowing down), whereas Chinese participants’ first response
was steering. The significant differences found between groups indicate that even if
performance improved with the ATIS, it did not change or shaped their original
behaviours. Swedish participants maintained their longitudinal strategy whereas the
Chinese preferred lateral strategies.
The Cut In scenario is especially interesting in this regard. Chinese participants’ data
indicate that the ATIS helped the drivers by making them aware of cut in vehicle. But
instead of braking or stopping for the vehicle to pass first, they utilized the information
from the ATIS, in that they instead of stopping, switched to another lane (which they
through the ATIS knew was empty) to avoid the vehicle but still be able to drive on,
despite the fact that this behaviour is not encouraged from a safety perspective. So here,
the interface actually encourages a lateral strategy for a driver preferring this. This
particular result is in line with an earlier observation we did in China with the Blind spot
warning information. When the blind spot information system (BLIS) is activated, the
Chinese drivers do not do any visual check up on the other lane, they just change lane

based on the information showed on the BLIS. This is a typical non-intended use of the
system, since the drivers trust the system too much. Most of the automated systems are
reliable and usually work as intended, but unfortunately, some may incidentally fail or
behave unpredictably. It is problematic if drivers trust them too much, i.e. rely
uncritically on their cars’ ADAS without recognizing their limitations or irregular
behaviours.
In contrast, Swedish drivers used ATIS information as a basis for slowing down more
than anything else; and examples can be found in the Intersection scenario, where
Swedish drivers utilized the ATIS to react earlier than the Chinese since, as shown from
the information requirements, Swedish drivers are more interested in information
regarding what is going on in front of them.
Both driving performance measurement analysis and drive pattern category analysis
indicated that when drivers interacted with pedestrians, Chinese drivers and Swedish
drivers showed totally different behaviours. Chinese participants tended to steer away to
avoid the pedestrians but keep on driving. Swedish drivers, on the other hand, slowed
down, being more concerned about their safety distance to other road users. This reflects
two things; firstly how drivers perceive the risk of causing an accident involving
vulnerable road user. Secondly, it shows how drivers have been socialized into certain
behaviours as per based on the traffic situations they are used to. Swedish drivers break,
based on that the car behind, likely has enough safety margin to break too. Chinese
drivers change lanes if possible, assuming that the cars behind do not have time to break,
which might cause a serial crash. In accordance, field studies on Chinese traffic situations
and driver behaviours have pointed out that high traffic density, ignorance of traffic rules
and chaotic combination of trucks, cars, scooters, bicycles and pedestrians are the main
problems of driving in the city. Moreover, in China, it is not the driver’s obligation to
give way to the vulnerable road users, such as pedestrians – instead the other road users
need to watch out for the cars. Therefore, when drivers encountered the situations with
vulnerable road users, they tended to avoid them by changing to another lane and then
continue driving. Consequently, the second most common crash pattern in China in 2009,
contributing to road traffic deaths was side-to-side crash (25.5%): only 1% less than
frontal crash making these the two most common crash patterns [19].
This shows how notions of “safe behaviour” may differ from case to case. If an
emergency brake will lead to a serial collision, it might be better to change lanes in order
to avoid a pedestrian, hopefully not hitting another, unnoticed pedestrian.
The unanticipated behaviour described in the previous section, as well as our insights in
the very different traffic situations in Sweden vs China raised a design question for us: is
it up to us to assume that there is some international standard for what “safe driving”
entails? Can we always know which behavior is safe and which not, i.e. can we design
our systems in such a way that we shape driver behaviour towards this assumed safe
behaviour? We are no longer certain that this is neither possible nor wise. Our study
shows that Traffic Safety Culture is more deeply ingrained in the drivers’ behaviours than

we thought, and in conclusion we believe that one needs to think through this issue more
than once before trying to design a more persuasive interface.
WP2 – ADAS auditory modality
In this WP, we studied whether spatialized sound cues can be used to present situational
information in such a way that it supports situation awareness and driving performance
in a real driving context. In general, the results were promising. Participants perceived
the system as being useful, response times were better, and in a majority of situations SA
and driving performance increased. Interesting findings were obtained in those situations
the system supported SA and performance, and those it did not, resulting in a number of
design implications, as being discussed below.
As for acceptance, the 3DAATIS received notable positive scores on perceived
usefulness, which means that participants are open for spatialized sound cues.
Moreover, we used only one sound displaying three dimensions (direction, movements
and urgency), and participants did not have any problem understanding this underlying
concept, meaning that it was easy to learn. To some extent these findings go against the
common car-industry notion that auditory displays should be avoided in the vehicle
compartment, due to distraction and annoyance when the number of sound increases.
However, we did consider these negative effects in several ways. Firstly, our focus was
on advisory sounds (being more pleasant and less urgent than warning sounds).Secondly
we aimed to design the system as to only make sounds when really needed, as shown by
our thresholds (table 1 and related text).The fact that the sound cues (65 dB) worked
together with ambient traffic sounds (45 dB) is promising.
The most important finding is that spatial sound cues work ideally in situations
involving single road users in the front and side sectors. In less complex situations, or
when single road users occur in front or in the front side sectors, drivers can quickly
perceive and associate the localized sound cues with what they see from the traffic
situation outside of the car; feedback is instant. Therefore, even though sound localization
resolution is quite low, drivers’ performance and Situation Awareness in these situations
was still increased, as exemplified in the scenarios Cut In, Intersection and Pedestrian.
The second was that if the situation is complex, spatial sound cues can be confusing.
If, for instance, there are several road users around the car, and/or sound cues come from
the back, the limited auditory localization resolution and/or front-back confusion makes
the information ambiguous, confusing drivers. This was clearly shown in the scenarios
Red Cab and Overtake in terms of number of collision, response time and driving
performance. In the Red Cab-scenario neither the system nor the human capability to
discern the exact direction of the sound could help the drivers to tell the two vehicles’
sounds apart; the angle between them was too small. Others have made similar findings.
Tan et al [1] carried out an extensive test on sounds and sound localization accuracy by
placing participants in a car equipped with 16 speakers (as opposed to the 4 we used),
concluding that localization in general is accurate enough to orient the listener towards
the direction of sound source, but with mean errors about 10 to 20 degree. In addition,

several cases of perceptual reversals (i.e. more than 90 degrees off) were observed. From
this, we take that in these situations, supporting sound cues with visual information
to avoid confusion ought to be beneficial.
Like other car-related studies [6,16], our study also concluded that it is beneficial to
support drivers with both advisory/situational information sound cues and warning
sounds. The results from the SAGAT enquiry showed increased understanding and
projection of the future situation in three (Cut In, Pedestrian and Overtake) of the four
scenarios tested for this. Again, Red Cab was the outlier. In addition, drivers’ response
time improved in all scenarios as compared to baseline. These results suggest that drivers,
whose attention has already been directed towards a potential hazardous situation, either
avoid it all together, or react faster to the warning sound. It is worth noting especially,
that in the Overtake-scenario, the overtaking car came up so fast, that the system went
directly into warning-mode, skipping over the advisory level, which also indicates that
the advisory level really adds to SA and performance. For Overtake, drivers did react
faster, but not necessarily in the right way; the front-rear confusion came into play as
mentioned above.
We believe that the last finding is particularly interesting in the light of semi-automated
driving. As more and more ADAS are introduced, bringing even more displays into the
car and overloading the visual channel, we believe that an auditory display could be good
candidate to offload the visual channel and highlight the most important situational
information. Moreover, as drivers might switch between driving and other secondary
tasks during semi-autonomous driving, jumping directly to the warning level might be too
abrupt. Instead, advisory level sound cues should be used to bring drivers back to into
the loop with good situation awareness. For instance, Lee et al [10] investigated how
users, working with another task, responded to collision warnings, showing that graded
alerts led to a greater safety margin and a lower rate of inappropriate responses to
nuisance warnings. In addition, they found that graded alerts were more trusted than
single stage alerts. (One could argue that if the car is truly self-driving it should not be
necessary for drivers to take over, but until the car industry has solved the ethical
dilemmas that may arise in acritical situation, there still needs to be a way for humans to
quickly take back control.)
Here, we believe that the car industry has a lot to learn from the game industry, since it
has long experimented with the use of ambient sounds as a means to provide players with
a general sense of what is going on in the environment – this is especially relevant for any
location based games where players move around in the real world [4,9,14].
In this WP, it was not specifically designed to give conclusions on the sound design, but
from the post-interview and test results, we can still draw some conclusions. We designed
custom sounds devoid of the harsh and inharmonious qualities associated with warning
sounds, which we assumed would work better for advisory purposes. Despite the fact that
the sounds now were no longer typical, attention-grabbing, warning sounds, drivers still
observed and responded to them. Thus, one conclusion is that non-obtrusive,
harmonious sounds work well for advisory driver information.

Another implicit conclusion is that the setup of the speaker system is crucial, as is
calibration of panning algorithms and acoustic preparation of the listening environment.
Our rather basic setup was a simple proof of concept, and can naturally be much
improved. In a real car, a larger number of speakers must probably be used for improved
precision, but, resolution of directional localization will always be somewhat limited
because of how human perception works. Similarly, it is worthwhile to investigate the use
of different timbre as suggested by [12].
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7. Conclusions and future research
WP1- ADAS Visual traffic information presentation
In conclusion, the results from this WP indicate that drivers from two different driving
cultures showed distinctly different driving strategies. Swedish drivers tend to stay in the
lane and slowdown in response to an incident, whereas Chinese drivers are much more
prone to change lanes and move on. This was especially significant if pedestrians were
involved. These behaviors can be coupled to driving culture aspects such as national
traffic situations etc. Further, we have shown that it is possible to design an Advisory
Traffic Information System that improves the performance for both groups, but, at the
same time we show how Chinese and Swedish drivers respectively, still are influenced by
their own driving culture when responding to the ATIS; both groups performed better,
but in different ways. In conclusion we believe that if one wants to maximize the driver
performance outcome with an ATIS, the design has to consider the driving culture where
the ATIS is to be used. We also conclude that one needs to be very cautious if one aims
to persuade users to take the safest action: what is “safest” may differ significantly
between culture and situation.

WP2 – ADAS auditory modality
In conclusion, the study in WP2 is a proof of concept, showing that advisory, spatialized
sound cues can be successfully used in a 3D Auditory Advisory Traffic Information
System in order to improve drivers’ situation awareness and performance. Unlike
previous studies this one included a simulator drive under as natural conditions as
possible, featuring other road users and complex situations.
The most important implications of this research are that:
 Spatial sound cues work ideally in situations involving single road users in the
front and side sectors
 In complex situations, spatial sound cues can be confusing; in these cases,
supporting them with visual information ought to be beneficial.
 It is beneficial to support drivers with both advisory information sound cues and
warning sounds.
 Non-obtrusive, harmonious sounds work well for advisory driver information.

A lot of work remains before this can be implemented in real cars, but our results point in
a positive direction and show that this will be a worthwhile addition for drivers,
increasing driver safety and situation awareness.
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